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 QIKFIT -SWISS 2G

 QF 2 SPACER  QF 3 SPACER  QF 5 BLANK  QF 5 VGA 
CUTOUT

 QF 5 KEYSTONE 
CUTOUT

 QF 5 USB   
COUPLER

 QF 5 CAT5e UTP 
COUPLER

 QF 5 CAT6 UTP 
COUPLER

 QF 5 CAT6 STP 
COUPLER

 QF 5 HDMI 
COUPLER

 QF 5 VGA 
COUPLER

 QF 5 3.5 STEREO 
COUPLER

 QIKFIT -SCHUKO 2G  QIKFIT -FRENCH/BELGIUM 2G

 QIKFIT -TUF A+C

0.9 - 3.0mm

All QikFit modules are available in black

QIKFIT POWER MODULES QIKFIT DATA & A/V MODULES

QikFit from OE Electrics is an innovative 
new approach to providing power, USB 
charging and data connectivity that 
is designed to reduce overall project 
costs and put the customer in control.
The QikFit system comprises a 
comprehensive range of AC power 
USB charging and data/AV modules 
designed for flexible and fast 
installation.  Simply cut the correct size 
aperture into a suitable metal or plastic 
panel, clip in the required combination 
of QikFit modules and plug in the power 
supply and data/AV leads.  
  
Need to fit QikFit moulds into other 
surfaces such as wood furniture 
panels? Then no problem simply utilise 
the accessory QikFit thick panel frame.   
Need to replace a damaged module 
or upgrade a configuration to suit new 
user requirements; then simply unplug 
the power, remove redundant the 
QikFit modules and clip in new ones.

QikFit modules also form the core of our 
new Pace and Partner and QikBox  units 
as well as updated version of long time 
favourites Axxess, Tardis and Genie, 
thereby bringing all the advantages 
of the QikFit system to traditional on 
surface, in surface and in desk power /
data provision. 

All QikFit modular solutions offer the 
key benefits of flexibility of initial 
configuration, adaptability to new 
user requirements and the potential 
for full project life cost savings over 
conventional solutions.

QikFit is perfectly suited to being 
snapped into metal cable trays 
or panels. Multiple QikFit can be 
configured to suit the needs of 
the user.
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The core component of the new QikFit 
modular system is the twin socket power 
module, initially available in Schuko, 
French Belgian and Swiss variants all 
with safety shutters as standard. 
All QikFit power modules have industry 
standard GST18/3 power in and power 
out connectors with locking clips as 
standard and are available with either 
white or black socket fascias.
Simply connect a suitable power 
cable to a QikFIt power module for an 
economical twin socket unit  for below 
desk top IT equipment. Clip together 
two or more modules for additional 
sockets, or daisy modules with Wieland 
Interconnect leads on bench type 
desking.
QikFit power modules can also be 
integrated with QikFit USB charging 
and data/AV modules for a complete 
connectivity solution.

37.8

46.7

Contruction: Moulded in Fire retardant UL 
listed polycarbonate.

Certification: IEC60884-1

QIKFIT CONFIGURATIONS

B (+0.5,-0.0)

 A (+0.5,-0.0) 

PRODUCT Dim A (mm) Dim B (mm) Panel Thickness (mm)
QikFit 2G 130.5 41.5 1 - 3.0
QikFit TUF A+C 72.5 41.5 1 - 3.0
QF Data plate 25.5 41.5 1 - 3.0
2 x QikFit 2G 245.5 41.5 1 - 3.0
1 x QikFit 2G, 1 x QF TUF 210.0 41.5 1 - 3.0
1 x QikFit 2G, 2 x QF 5 183.5 41.5 1 - 3.0

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS
For metal panels 1 - 3mm

DIMENSIONS


